
What an incredible summer!! 
Hashem Bentched us with a fan-
tastic summer and together we 
enjoyed every moment of it.  
Let’s keep the glow of Eeshay 
bright throughout the year.  
Let’s remember the good times that 
we had. The intense leagues, the 
awesome trips, the great Shiurim, 
the incredible night activities, the 
game room, the pool, workshops, 
and of course the canteen. Most 
importantly let’s remember each 
other. Let’s remember the abso-
lutely super staff - each and every 
member which is the backbone 
of Eeshay (even if it happens that 
they miss a call while reffing :-) 
Let’s remember each and every 
camper - YOU are EESHAY.  
On a personal note - I enjoyed get-
ting to know or reconnecting with 
each and every one of you. Thank 
You! Your are truly terrific.  
Wishing you a growth filled year of 
Shteiging and Simcha.
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer
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This Week In Camp
week 7... Weissmann shovel pass as he falls to ground... Rabinovitz takes advantage of the missing right fielder... 
Kramer beautiful spin finish... Karfunkel breaks ankles on way to finger roll finish... D Stein scores 8 seconds into 
game... Ravinovitz mid range magic... Karfunkel euro... D Stein first period hat trick... Karfunkel beautiful feed... 
Weissmann no hits Passaic... Rabinovitz buzzer beater... D Stein finishes with 7 goals... Tuvia 13 threes in a row... 
Schmidt ice cream cone grab... Rabinovitz can’t stop scoriong goals... A Pieprz cycle... A Schmidt grand slam... 
Rabinovitz finishes with 12 goals... Schechter finishes with 9 goals... Glass hat trick... Clifton wins 24-0... Eisenberg 
pick ball up off ground with one hand for TD... Abramoff excellent pick at first... Hahn to Abramoff double play... 
Kreitzman with the pick at second... Eisenberg impresses in the HR derby... Kreitzman full field barefoot TD... Bash-
ist impresses in the HR derby... Hack marathons straight to the canteen... Mennie Dominates in the pool... Stein 
dominates hockey... Rabinovitz ice in his veins from three... Y Rosenfeld puts up 4 points in basketball... and the 
winner is... nanananananaeeeeeyo... aquaquanok... Passaic has all of the food... round robin baseball... Clifton pays 
for buses... Hahn swim slide... Ozer is a 6th grader?... Imani spins in for the layup... Ozer slides under the tag at the 
plate... laser tag... CZ Milgraum clean pick 6... Weissmann pump fake sends defender to baseball field... Bashist 
clean extra base hit... Karfunkel dances through the defense... Ignite full court press forces two 10 second viola-
tions... Karfunkel half court lead pass to Shulgasser for the layup... Trieff crazy catch... CZ Milgraum jumps into 
pool with clothes on... A Pieprz picks it off with sour belt in mouth... camper chorus counts down from 10... D Stein 
wins it in 10th round of shootout... bloody nose Wolbe holds tight... Ackerman gets ejected twice in one game... 
Feinstein first hit to outfield... Mennie jumps over Imani... playoffs... championships... banquet... until next year...

The GromancipaTion proclamaTion
This week really lived up to the hype! Outdoor laser tag never fails. Unless you had my gun. Then it fails. Miserably. Yes, it was broken! 
No, I don’t stink at laser tag! Let’s do paintball next time, we’ll see who really stinks. And torturing the counselors was awesome. 
Although how hard can it really be to hit a target that’s less than 10 feet away. Cmon guys. I bet if I were up there nobody would’ve 
missed. Next week we can try t- oh… wait. Wow. I can’t believe it’s actually over. Those were the fastest 8 weeks of my life. And the slow-
est 4 weeks of my life. Yeah that makes sense trust me. Now looking back I can only smile. There are so many incredible memories to 
remember. Like drowning campers in the Lehigh, or getting struck by lightning in Camelbeach, or getting the entire lazy river to myself 
(that was kinda weird, the lifeguards looked like they were trying to tell me something but I couldn’t hear them over the thunder. Oh 
well). And how could anyone forget poisenous water flying everywhere causing everyone to run for cover into the gym where they would 
just get attacked by 1000 mph dodgeballs being launched by counselors trying to earn tips. That’s a weird tactic if you ask me. I’m not a 
counselor though so what do I know. Oh and how about all the incredible nicknames. Mokar, Toni, Bill, Josh, and every other one I’m 
forgetting. Although I’m not so sure those last three are “nicknames”. OH! Of course I can’t forget about the incredible Night Seder pro-
gram. Shoutout to you guys, you know who you are. But also a shoutout to all of you campers. You run the day. You create the intensity, 
the competitiveness, the “fire” of Eeshay. And I’m gonna miss it so much. Carry over this fire throughout the year, and you better believe 
we’re gonna add fuel to the fire and make sure we’re burning stronger than ever next summer. Get ready boys.
Have an awesome Shabbos and an incredible year,
Yosef

    WBC
SUMMER LEADERS

AVG
1. Ahron Eisenberg

.689
2. Avi Pieprz

.667
3. Ozer Cohen

.656

RBI
1. Ahron Eisenberg

31
T-2. Yosef Schechter, 

Azriel Imani
18

HITS
1. Ahron Eisenberg

42
2. Yochi Ackerman 

37
3. Eli Wedeck

35

E-LeagueE-LeagueWBCWBC
Teams W L
Ignite 4 1

Charge 4 1
Skyhawks 2 3

Swarm 0 5

Teams W L
Bums 3 1

Baystars 2 2
Werewolves 2 2

Tigers 1 3

League Standings
Junior DivisionJunior Division
S.W.A.T.S.W.A.T.  4-14-1
C.I.A.C.I.A.  3-23-2
D.H.S. 2-3D.H.S. 2-3
F.B.I. 1-4F.B.I. 1-4

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Fire Grenades 8-0-1Fire Grenades 8-0-1

Battleaxes 6-2-1Battleaxes 6-2-1
Nukes 3-6Nukes 3-6

Flamethrowers 1-8Flamethrowers 1-8

Older DivisionOlder Division
Bullet Ants 8-2Bullet Ants 8-2

Horse Flies 6-3-1Horse Flies 6-3-1
Killer Bees 5-5Killer Bees 5-5

Sea Wasps 0-9-1Sea Wasps 0-9-1


